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Context Sensitive Editors 

Most of the editors used to write 

programs are context sensitive, 

meaning that they indent and change 

the color of the text based on the 

programming language. 
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Context Sensitive Editors 
 

int main (int argc, char* argv[]) 
{ 
    int score = 83; 
    char grade; 
 
    // determine pass or fail 
    if (score >= 70) 
          grade = 'P'; 
    else 
         grade = 'F'; 
 
    return 0; 
} 

 

BLUE       Key word  (reserved word) 

GREEN    Comment 

RED         Literal Value 

BLACK    No special meaning to the 
                compiler 

Key Words 

Keywords are predefined reserved 

identifiers that have special meanings. 

They cannot be used as identifiers or 

variable names in your program.   
 

For example, the keyword if and else are 

part of the C and C++ languages. These 

words are used as part of the IF statement. 
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Keywords 

Don’t worry about memorizing the list of key 
words for each language. As you write more 
programs, the keywords will become more 
familiar to you. The context sensitive editors 
help identify keywords if you accidently try to 
use one of them as a variable name. 
 

If the word shows up BLUE when you type it, 
then it is a keyword. 

C   Keywords 

auto  double  namespace struct  

break  else  new switch  

case  enum  nullptr typedef  

char  extern  operator union  

const  float  private unsigned  

continue  for  property void  

default  goto  protected  volatile  

do  if  public while  
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C++ Keywords  
in Addition to the C Keywords 

abstract event int  static_cast 

array explicit long  template 

auto finally register  this 

bool for each, in return  throw 

catch friend short  try 

class inline signed  typename 

delete literal sizeof  value class 

enum struct mutable static  virtual 

Valid Names 

 

 

Names for variables, constants, functions, 

subroutines, methods, etc. must follow these 

rules 
 

The following characters can be used: 

Alpha (A to Z,  a to z), Digits (0 to 9) and  

the underscore ( _ ). The Space character is NOT 

allowed. 
 

Do NOT start a name with a digit (0 to 9) or the 

compiler will start thinking that your are referring 

to a number instead of a name. 
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Valid Variable Names 

NOTE: Uppercase (‘A’) and lowercase (‘a’) are treated as 
completely different characters by C, C++, C# and Java.  

Uppercase and lowercase characters are treated as the 
same character by VisualBasic 

Good Bad Ugly 

int score; 

int my_score; 

int MyScore; 

int July4; 

// illegal space in name 

int my score; 
 

// illegal character 

int grade%; 
 

// starts with a digit 

int  1stTest; 

// not descriptive 

int  p; 
 

// temporary variable 
// or temperature ? 

int  temp; 
 

Internal Compiler Names 
 

Compilers creates an additional list of keywords 
that are used internally by its compiler that do 
not belong to the C or C++ languages. Each of 
these internal keywords start with the 
underscore ‘_’ character so that they will not be 
confused with the keywords that belong to the 
language. Avoid creating variable names that 
start with the underscore ‘_’ character. 
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Special Characters 
Curly brace languages like C, C++, Java, C# etc. use almost 
all of the special characters such as  ~ ! # % ^ & *  
( ) - _ + = [ ] { } \ | ; : ‘ “ , . < > 

/ ?  It appears that the creators of the C language 
looked at the Teletype keyboard, found a special 
character and said, “I wonder what we can use this for?”   
 

Several uses of these characters are not intuitive and 
must be learned. For example, other languages use the 
word AND instead of a double ampersand  && 
 

The uses of these characters will be described in the 
appropriate sections of the class. Do not worry about 
memorizing these characters until you need them. 

Special Characters 
Character Name Use 

 (  ) Parentheses Math expressions 
function arguments     x = sqrt (25); 

 {  } Curly Braces Identify blocks of code or data 

 [  ] Square Brackets Identify arrays 

 <  > Angle Brackets Include files located in the compilers directory 
<<  for cout,   >>  for cin 

 "  "  Double Quotes Include files located in the project’s directory 
String literal 

 ' ' Single Quotes Character literal 

  % Percent Symbol Compute the remainder for integer division 

  / Forward Slash  Compute the quotient for division 

  \ Back Slash A special character is next 
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Special Characters 
Character Name Use 

  ! Exclamation NOT  

  ~ Tilde One’s complement (flip every bit) 

  * Asterisk 1) Multiplication 
2) Pointer declaration or dereference 

  -  Minus Sign Subtraction 

  _ Underscore  Use instead of a space in variable names 

  . Period 1) Separator in numbers  (145.338) 
2) Separator for structured data and classes 

  , Comma Combine more than one statement 

  ; Semicolon Marks the end of a statement 

  : Colon 1) Together with ? make the selection operator 
2) Used for labels and for classes 

Special Characters 
Character Name Use 

  # Hash mark Pre-processor directive  (#include, etc.) 

  & Ampersand && logical AND,   & bit-wise AND 
Address-of Operator 
Reference declaration 

  | Vertical Bar ||  logical OR,  |  bit-wise OR 

  ^ Caret ^^ logical XOR,  ^ bit-wise XOR 

  ? Question mark Together with ? make the selection operator 

  @ At sign Not used 

  $ Dollar sign Not used 
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\  Escape Sequences 

The backslash character (\) is called an escape character. It is used to output a 
control character or other special character.  
 

 CONTROL CHARACTER 
\n New line. Moves the cursor to the start of the next line on the screen 
\r Return. Moves the cursor back to the beginning of the same line 
\t Tab. Moves the cursor to the next tab stop (usually the next 8th position) 
\a Alert. Rings a bell or a beep. 
 

 DISPLAYABLE CHARACTERS 
\" Double-quote 
\' Single-quote 
\\ Backslash 
 
 

A character string is started with a double-quote and ended with a double-quote. 
The \" is needed to place a double-quote inside of a quoted string.  
     Example:    cout << "He said, \"Hello Fred. "\";      
  

Microsoft uses the backslash to separate sections of a disk path name. Use the 
double backslash to enter one backslash into a quoted string. 
    Example:  "c:\\user\\Dan\\data.txt"   becomes  c:\user\Dan\data.txt 

 He said, ""Hello Fred." 
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